
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

What is the price for your typical Wedding package?

At Marquee Events, we don’t have packages. While it would make our job simpler, we don’t
believe that your wedding should be a cookie-cutter replica of someone else’s vision. That’s why
quotes are given on a per-inquiry basis, so feel free to Contact Us today for a no-commitment
quote on the team that will make your wedding the Best. Wedding. Ever.

Another company said they would give us free uplighting, can
you do the same?

A lot of companies like to include “free” uplighting; but if something sounds too good to be true,
it probably is. Ask that company what colors their lights can create. Can they change the color
throughout the night? Do they have to be plugged into an outlet? Or even how many lights are
included for ‘free’. Our lights are fully-customizable, wirelessly-controlled, battery-powered
uplights.

How many uplights are included with an uplighting
enhancement?

Since no two venues are alike, yours may require more uplights to fill than someone else’s.
When we do uplighting, we do it right, and provide the appropriate number of lights on a
per-venue basis. Some venues take a dozen, some venues take over 40. Like everything else
at Marquee, the process to bring your vision to life is 100% customized to you.

What genres of music do you guys know?

What genres don’t we know? Seriously though, of course all of our DJs have their specialties,
but this isn’t a part-time job for us — we know music, plain and simple.



Can I Request Songs for my DJ to Play?

Of course you can! This is part of the nerdy science of how to pack a dance floor — we want to
know what you like. More importantly, we want to know what you don’t like. To get to know you
better, we provide all of our clients with an extensive music planning website to ensure that your
music is on point.

How does payment work?

A retainer is due at the time of booking, with the remaining balance being due 14 days before
your celebration. We accept all forms of payment.

Where do you guys operate?

Like Celine Dion said – “near, far, wherever you are.” Yup, that just happened. We are based out
of Rochester, NY with offices in Columbus, OH, and we have done events all over the United
States.


